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l.INTRODUCTION :

The fuzzy concept has invaded almost all branches of Mathematics since

tlre introduction of the concept of fuzz5, set by Zadeh [9). Fuzzy sets have

applications in many fields such as information [7] and control [8] The theory

of fuzzy topological spaces was introduced and developed by Chang [5.] and

since tiren various notions in classical topolog-v have been extended to fuzzy

topological spaces [i to 4]. The concept of fuzzy Gu - set was introduced b-v

Balasubramanian [2]. in this paper making use of fuzzy F, - sets and fuzzv Gu-

sets, lve have introduced the concepts of fazzy o - closure andfazzy o - interior

and ini,estigated their properties. Fut'cher lve have introduced and studied various

types of fuzzy continuous functions involving fuzzy Gu - sets. Further rve have

gluen complete discussion about the interrelations among functions introduced.

2. PRELEMINARIES

Definition 1. Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topalogical space and Tube fuzzy set in X. l. is

called a fizzy Gu - set [2)rf ),= i2, *h.r. each ].'e T, ie I.

Definition 2.Let (X,T) be afizzy topological space and l, be a fuzzy set in X. i'
iscalled afuzzyF"-set l2lif t =.1a, *h.r.eachl,,'eT,iel.

Definition 3. Let f:(X,T) + (Y,S) be a mapping from a fuzzy topological space

X to another fuzzy topological space Y. f is called (1) afuzzy continuous mapping

[1] if f-1(]") e T for each l"e S.(i, afuzzy open/closed mapping [1] if f(]") is
open/closed set of Y for each open/closed set l, of X.

Definition 4. Let (X,T) be fuzzy topological space and Y be an ordinary subset

of X. Then Tr= ()uNll, e T) is afiizzy topology onY and is called the induced

or relative fuzzy topalogy [3] The pair (XT") is called a fuzzy subspace of
(x,T).

Definition 5. Let {(X, Ti) : ie I} be a family of fazzy topological spaces and let

,=ry*, bethe cartesianproductof X,'s. Thefizzy producttopology [6]II T on

I
I
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X is the smallest fuzzy tapology on X (if exists) which makes each projection
p,:X + (X,TJ, rel,fuzzy continuous.

3. FUZZY Gs - CONTINUOUS N,IAppINGS :

Definition 6. Letf:(X,T) -+ (Y,S) be a mapping from a fiuzy topological space

X to another fizzy topological space Y.

1 . f is said to be fazzy Gu - continuous, if f{ (},) is a fizzy Gu - set in (X,T)
for any fazzy open set 1, in Cf,S).

2. fis saidtobefuzzy G6-if f (1,) isafazzy Gu-setin(y,S)for atyfuzzy
Gu - set l" in (X,T).

3 . f is said to be fuzzy F", if f (X,) is a fuzzy F"-set in (y,S) for arrty fuzzy
F"-set l" in (X,T)

4. f is said to be M-fuzzy Ga- continuous, if f1()") ts afuzzy Gu - set in
(X,T) for any fitzzy Gu-set ), in (Y,S).

5 . f is said to be fazzy Gu-homeomorphism, if f is one-to-one, onto, M-
fuzzy Gu-continuous and finzy Gu.

6. f is said to be strongly fazzy Gu-continuous, if fi(},) is both fu.zzy Gu

and fuzzy Fo for any fuzzy set 1. in (Y,S).

7 . f is said to be perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous, if f-,(1") is both fazzy open
and fazzy closed in (X,T) for any fuzzy Q-set l, in (y,S).

8. f is said to be weakly perfectly fuzzy Gu- continuous, if fi(1") is fuzzy
open in (X,T) for any fuzzy Gu-set )" in (Y,S).

Note : The identity function i : (X,T) -+ (X,T) is fizzy Q-continuous

Remark : Since every fu2ry open set is fuzzy Gu, every fuzzy continuous mapping
is fuzzy Gu-continuous. The converse need not be true See Example l.

Example l. Fuzzy Gu-continuity ftzzy *> fuzzy continuity.
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Let X = [0,1]. Define T = {0r, 1r, I"} r,vhere }""(x) - (n-i)/2n (n :
2,3,4,.......). Vx eX. Let Y= {p}. Define S = {0r, 1r, F)where p:y+ [0,1]
is such that p(p) = inf {\(x)}* r. Define

f : (X,T) + (YS) as f(x):p, V x eX. Now,

f '(pXr) = pf(x) = p(p) = inf {l."(x)X=, = )r^,r*, That is, t'(pr) = !=,^,

which is fuzzy Gu. But f'(p) : 1{* \ : Il2, is not fazzy open. Therefore, f is
fuzzy Gr-continuous but not fuzzy continuous.

Definition 7. For aty fuzzy set l, in (X^T) define the o-closure of 1,, denoted by
c1o1", to be the intersection of allfuzzy F"-sets containing i". That is cl"L, : n{pe Ix/
ys. is fuzzy F" and ii > 1,)

Remarks if ), is a fiizzy Fo-set, then c1")" = i". Also l" < cl"l, < cll".

Definition 8. A Fuzzy set l, in X is ca11ed fizzy o-closed if 7" : cI_}".

Note A fizzy F 
"-setis 

fuzzy o'-c1osed.

Definition 9. For any fuzzy set l" in (X,T) define the o - interior of 1" denoted by
int"(x) to be the union of allfizzy G"-sets contained in 2,. That is int"(L.)=v(pe Ixl
yt. is fu,zzy Gu and p < I)

3. PROPERTIES

For any trvo fuzzy sets i" and p of (X-T) we have

(i) cl,0:0
(ii) 2" ( p t+ cloi. < cl,l..

(iii) cl"[c1"(].)l = cl"]".

(iv) cl"(i. v p): c1"1" v clop.

(\, rnt"(l. A p): int"}" A int"p.

(vi) For a fuzzy set )" of a fuzzy space X, l-Irt ()") : c1"(1-),) and l-c1"1, =
int"(1-i.).

L.
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Let f : (X,T) + (Y,s) be fuzzy Gu- continuous function. Thenthe following
statements are valid.

For a fiizzy set 1" in X, f[ci.].1 < clf(]")

For any fizzy set p in y, cl"fi(p) < f1(clp)

If l" e IY is a fuzzy closed set, fi(i") = cl"f{(},).

(iv) Let AcX be a fazzy subspace of X. Then the restriction
f/A :(A,T/A) -+ (.XS) is fazzy Gu_ continuous.

(") If f(X) cZ cy, then the mapping g:(X,T) _+ (Z.R)
range of f is fuzzy Gu-continuous.

3' Let A c (X,T) be any non-empty subset of X. The inclusion map j ;
(A,T/A) -+ (X,T) is fuzzy Gu-continuous.

4' Let (X-T) and (Z,R) be fazzy topologicar spacer; and yc Z be a fazzy
subspace of z. The mapping h:(X,T) + (Z,R) obtained by expanding the range
of the fuzzy Gu-continuous mapping f : (X,T) + ()I,s) is fuzzy Gr-continuous.

5. An injective fuzzy open map is fuzzy Gu.

6. Any fiuzy closed map is fiizzy F 
"but 

not conversely.

Example 2.LetX= [0,1]. Define T: {0r.,1r,}"} where },(x) = ll\,V *L X. kt
Y = [0,1]. Define s : {0r,lr,p } whele pl"(x) : (n + r) I 2n (n= 2,3,...),yx e X.
Definef :(X,T) -+ (Y,S) as f (x) =X, Vx e X. Now. f(l_}") (x)= L/2,Vx e X.
This shows that f is fuzzy F 

" 
but not fuzzy closed in (!S).

7' If g of is fazzy Guand f is bijective fuzzy Gu- continuous map. Then g is
fuzzy Gu.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

8. If (X,T) and (!S) are fiszzy topological spaces, ,

(X,T) to (Y,S), then the conditions below are related as

(a) and (b) are equivalent; (a) and (c) are equivalent.

restricting the

and f is a mapping from
follows.
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(a) f is M-fuzzy Gu-continuous

(b) For trvery fazzy set l, of X, f(c1")') < cl"f()').

(c) For all zzy sets 1. of Y cl(fi()")) < fi(c1"1.).

9. Let f:(X,T)-+ff,S) be a mapping from a fizzy space X to anothet f,izzv

space Y. Then if the graph g:X-+XxY of f is strongly fuzzy Gu- continuous, f is

also strongly fuzzy G u-contiluous.

10. Let f:(X,T)-+(YS) be a mapping from a fuzzy space X to another fuzz\

space Y. Then if the graph g : X+XxY of/ is perfectly fizzy Gu- continuous, f
is also perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

The converse need not be true . See example 3.

Example 3.

Let p, and p,be fizzy set ofI defined as

F,(x):0,0<x3112

= 7x-7., I/2 <x< I

and r'{x) 
I ' o'u=*"rl ,'ll =*r r,,
:0,112<x<1

ClearlyT = {0, lL1,*2, piv trr.2,1} isafuzzytopologyonl. LetS = {0,p,,1}.
Clearly (I,S) is also a fizzy topological space and Prt F, is a fizzy Gu-set of the

fuzzy product space (I,l) x (I-S)

Let f : (I,T) + (I,S) be defined by f(x) = 1(x) for each xe I. Clearly f-1(p,):1 is

bothfuzzy open and fuzzy closed in (I,T). We have g-1(Pr*p,; : Fz n f-'(pr) = pr.

Now p, is not fiizzy closed in (I,T) and hence g is not perfectly fuzzy Gr-

continuous.

-tu .,-"-.,!<
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11. Let X,X, andX, be fuzzytopological spaces andp,:X,xX^-)X (i=1,2) be

tir.' projection of X, xX, onto X. Then if f:X -+X. ,Xz is a fiizzy Gu-continuous
mapping. p, f i.s also firzzy Gu-corrtintious.

12. If f:(X-T) + (XS) is fuzzy Gu- homeomorphism, then

(i) cl"[f'r(i)] : fi [cl"(]")l r,vhere X is a fuzzy set in Y.

(ii) c1"[f(2")] = t{cl"(}")l where X. is a fuzz1, set in X.

(iii) f(int,(),)l : int"(f(2")l rvhere )" is a fazzy set in X.

(ir) f-l [int"(i)] = int"[f i(i)] where X is a fuzzy set in Y.

Definition 10. Lct (x.T) be a fuzzy topologrcal space. A fazzy set l, in X is
;al1ed generalized fazz7,-Y o if cl"(i") < pr rvtrren ever ir < p and p.is fazzy Gu. It is
j:noted b1, gf F". A fuzzy set 1" is called gfGu <+ 1-7. is gf F".

Remark. For an1, fitzzv F",set 1., c1")":)". So that a fiizzy F" set is gf F..

13. If 1", and )". are gf F,-sets. Then )",v 1,, is a gf F.-set.

1J. If ]. is gf F" and if i" < p < cl"),, then p is gf F".

Remark. However, the intersections of trvo gfF"-sets need not be gfF"-set as the
iollog,ing example shows.

Example 4. The intersection of two gfT"-sets not generally a gfF"-set. Let
\ = {x,,x,x.}. Define X1)"2,X3: X -+ [0, l] as follows ].,= 0_, Xr=l*,

i.-(x) : 0 if x: x", x,

=1ifx:x,.
Ciearly T = {tr,, i2, X3} is a fuzzy topology on X. Define p1, Irz : X -+ [0,1] as

tbllox,s

u(r):0ifx:r.,
:lifx=X,Xr.

'i-(s):0ifx=x^.
: 1 ifx = x,x3. It is eas1, to verify that p, and p, are gfF"- sets but prn pz

rs not gfF".

tl-
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15. If l, is a gfF"-set in X and if f:(x,T) + (Y,s) is M-fuzzy Gu-continuous and
fuzzy F 

" 
then f()") is gfF" in Y.

Example 5. Under fuzzy close d, fiizzycontinuous maps gfGu-sets are generally

nottaken into gfGu-sets. LetX = {a}, y = {b,c}. Define T : {0r,1*}, S : {0r, l*
X.,) where 1,, : Y + [0,1] such that X,,(x) = 1 if x : b, ],,(x) = 0 ifx = c. Clearly
T and S are fuzzytopologies on X andY respectively. Define f:(X,T) -+ (Y,S) as

follows f(a) = c,fi(l,,(a)): l,,f(a)) = 1,,(c) = 0. f is fuzzy continuous andfuzzy
closed. Now lve shall show that f does not take gfGu sets to gfGu-sets. Clearly lx
is gfGu in X. But f (1x) = 1-)., which is not gfG^ in y.

16. ln a fazzy topological space (X,T), Tou (the family of all fivzy G" sets) =

&" (th. family of allfi:zzy F"-sets) e every fuzzy subset of X is a gfF"-set.

17. A fuzzy set l, is gfGu<+ p < int"(}") wherever p is fuzzy F" and pSi,.

18. If int"()") < p < I and X. is gfGu, then pr. is gfGu.

Definition 11.

Let f : (X,T) -+ (Y,S) be a mapping from a fuzzy topological space. X to
another space Y.

1. f is said to generalizedfuzzy Gu-continuous, if f{(},) is a gfFo-set in (X,T)
for any fuzzy F"-set )" in (!S).

2- f is said to be fiizzy gc-Go- irresolute (f-gc-Gu-irresolute), if f1(1,) is a
gfF"-set in (X-T) for any gfF.-set )" in (!S).

3. f is saidto be strongly gfGu-continuous, if fi(i,) is both fiuzy Guand gf F,
in (X,T) for any gfGu-set ), in (Y,S).

4. f is said to be perfectly flzzy gfGu-continuous, if fi(}") is both fuzzy Gu,

and fiizzy F" in (X,T) for any gfGu-set )" in (!S).

20. Let (X,T), (lS) and (Z,R) be fuzzy topological spaces and f:(X,T) -+
(Y,S), g: (Y,S)-+(Z,R)
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Then the following statement are valid.

Iffand garefitzzy Gutheng.f istoo.

If f is M-fu zzy G u-contlnuous and g is fuzzy Go-continuous then g. f is
fuzzy Gu-continuous.

If f and g are M-fuzzy Gu-continuous, then g. f is too.

If f is fuzzy gc-Gu-irresolute and g is gf Gu-continuous then g.f is gf Gu-

continuous.

If f and g arc fazzy gc-Gu-irresolute, then g.f is too.

If f and g are fazzy Gu-continuous, then g.f is too.

If f is perfe ctly fazzy Gu-cgitinuous and g is strongly fuzzy G u-
continuous, then g.f is perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

If f is perfectly gfGu-continuous and g is strongly gfGu-continuous, then
g.f is perfectly fuzzy gc Gu- irresolute.

If f is M-fuzzy Gu-continuous, and g is strongly gfGu-continuous, then
g.f is strongly gfGu-continuous.

10. If f is gfGu-continuous and g is strongly gfGu-continuous, then g.f is
fizzy gc -G u-irres olute.

11. If f is stronglv gfGu-continuous and gis fazzy gc-Gu- irresolute, then g.f
is strongiy gfGu- continuous.

12. If f is fuzzy Gu-continuous and g is perfectly fazzy Gu-continuous, then
g.f is M-fuzzy G^- continuous.

4. INTERRELATIONS

For the mapping f:(X,T)+(Y,s), the following statements are valid.

1. f, strongly fitzzy Gu-continuous :+ f, fazzy Gu-continuous,

f, strongly gfGu-continuous,

6.

7.

8.

9.

L_
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2. f, stronglygf G.r-continuous

3. f'- perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous +

4. f, perfectlygf Gu-continuous

5. f, M-fuzzy Gu-continuous

6. f, weakly perfecLly fuzzy

Gu-continuous

7. f, f-gc-Gu-irresolute

f, gfGu-continuous,

f , M-fuzzy Gu-continuous,

f, f-gc-Gu-irres o1ute,

f , fizzy Gu-continuous,

f, f-gc-Gu-irres olute,

f , M-fiizzy Gu-continuous,

f, gfGu-continuous,

f weakly perfectiy fazzy Gu-

continuous

f , fuzzy Gu-continuous,

f, gffiu-continuous,

f , .}l4-fu zzy Gu-continuous,

f, strongly gfGu-continuous,

f, gfGu-continuous,

f , M-fuzzy Gu-continuous,

f, f-gc-Gu-irresolute,

f, fuzzy Gu-continuous,

f gfGu-continuous,

f , fuzzy Gu -continuous,

f , M-fitzzy Gu-continuous,

f , fuzzy Gu -continuous,

f, gfGu-continuous,

f, gfGu-continuous.
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Example 6.

Fuzzy Gr-continuitSy'M-fuzzy Gu-continuous *>

a. Stronglr, fuzzy Gu-contirruity

b. f-gc-Gu-irresolute

c. Strongly gf Gu-continuity

d. Perfectly gf Gu-continuity

e. PerfectlS, fuzzy Go-continqity

f. Weakly perfectly flizzy Gu-continurtr,.

LetX= {a,b,c,}. Define T = {0x, 1x, fu} where }":X -+[0,1] is sucht}at ]"(a)

= 1, )"(b) : l,(c)=g and S={0x, lx}. Define f : (X,T)-+(X,S) as f(a) : b, f(lb) = E f(c)
= c. Now f'(1.9, f1(0x) = 0x. Therefore, f is fuzzy G.-continuous/M-fuzzy Gu-

continuous.

Define afuzzy set p :X [0,1] suchthat p(a): p(c):0 p(b): 1

(a) f is not strongly fuzzy fuzzy Gu-continuous. For the set p, f1(p)(a):1,
f'(pXb) : 0, fi (p)(c):O. Therefore fi (p) : X is fuzzy Gu but not fiizzy F 

"in 
(X,T).

Therefore, f is not strongly fuzzy Gr-continuous.

(b) f is notf -g" - Gu -irresolute.

clo P = 1. Therefore p is gff, in (X,S) f '(p)(a): 1, f,(p)O) = 0, f1(p)(c) = Q. f
'(p) = 1.. cl" fi(p) =clo}.: l<i". But f1(p) is notgfF". Hence f is not f - gc - Go-

irresolute.

(c) f is not strongly gf Gu-continuous.

clo p = 1. Therefore, p is gfF" in (X,S). But fi(p) : 2" which is fazzy Gu but
not gfF" in (X,T). Therefore f is not strongly gfGu-continuous.

(d) f is not perfectl-v gfGu- continuous. For p, f, (p) : )u ts fvzzy Gu in (X,T) but
not fizzy F, in (X,T). Therefore, f is not perfectly gfGu-continuous.

!e'!.!-.
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(e) f is not perfectly fizzy G ,-continuous.

Let X: {a,b,c}. Define T: {0x, lx, fu} where }" : X -+ [0,1] is such that
l.(a): l, ).(b) = I(c):0. S={0x,1x,}.} where p:X-+[0,1] is suchthat p(a]:0,
p(b) = 1, p(c) : 0. Define f : (X,T)-+(X,S) as f(a) = b, f(b) =a, f(c) = c.f 1(1x) =
1x, f-1(0x) = 0x, f-'(pXa) : 1, f'(fr)ft) : 0 f{(p)(c) : 0, f,(p) : }" which is fiizzy
Gu in (X-T). Therefore, f is fuzzy Gr-continuous/M-fuzzy Gu-continuous. But
for Gu set p in (x,s), fi(p) is notfazzy closed. Therefore f is not perfectly fuzzy
Gr-continuous.

(0 f is not weakly perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

Let X = [0,1]. Define T : {0x, 1x, \} where \= (n-1)/2n forn = 2,3,... S :
{0x, lx, l.}. Define f : (X,T) + (XS) as f(x):_-.,. VxeX. fl(I^) = \ V". fr10x; = 6*,
f1(1x) = 1x. Therefore f is fuzzy Gu-continuous/M-fuzzy G.-continuous. But for

fuzzy Gu set " 1.,=1/2 rn (X,S), f, (i,r,)=r,2 is not fazzy openin (X-T).

Therefore f is not weakly perfectly fuzzy Gr-continuous.

Example 7.

gfGu- continuity *>

(a) fuzzy Gu-continuity

(b) M-fuzzyGu-continuity

Let X : {a, b, c}. Define T : {0x, lx, }"} where }, : X+[0,1] is such that
l.(a):0, I(b)= X,(c)=0. S={Ox, lx, p} where p:X+[0,1] is suchthat p(a)=O,
p(c):1, P(b)=O. f : (X,T)+(X,S) as f(a) = a, f(b) = c, and f(c): a, f1(1-p)(a): 1,
f-1(1-p)(b) : 0, fi(l-p)(c):l and c1,fi(1-p):1 fi(l-p) is g{Fu in (X,T). Therefore,
f is gf Gu-continuous.

a. f is not fuzzy Gu-continuous

For the fuzzy open set p, fi (p) = (0, 1 ,0) is not fuzzy Gu. Therefore f is not
fuzzy G.-continuous.

.

,
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b. f is not M-fazzy Gu-continuous.

Forthe fizzy Guset p iu (x,s), f"r(p) is notfuzzy Gu. Therefore f is not M-
fuzzy Gu-continuous.

Example 8.

Perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous *>

(a) f-gc-Gu-irresoiute

(b) Strongly fuzzy Gu-continuity

(c) Strongly gfGo-continuity

(d) Perfealy gfGu-continuity

Let X: {a,b,c}. Define T: {0x, 1x, I,,lr} where },,: X+(0,1) is suchthat
7.,,(a)=1, X,,(b)=l and 7",(c):0 ;?,"r:X +[0,i] is suchthatX,r(a):1, X,r(b):0 and
2'r(c):0. Define S: {0^, 1x, I,} },, : X+[0,1] is suchthat X,,(a): t, l,1b)=l and
7",(c) : 0. Also define f : (X-T) -+(X,T) as (a):a, f(b) : a and (c) = b. fi1fu,;1a;:1,
f1(X.,)(b)=i, fl(i,,)(c) : 1, and f1(1,1) : lx whicir is both fuzzy open and fuzzy closed
m (x,T) Therefore f is per{ectly fuzry G.-continuous. Define p : X -+[0,1] as p(a):l,
p(b):0, and p(c):1.

(a) f is not f-gc-Gu-irresolute.

c1" (p) = 1' since p is not less than any fazzy Gu set other than 1, p is gfF" in
tX,S) f'fu)(a):1,f1(p)(b):1,f1(p)(c):0,andcl"fl(p) *I<?ur.Thisshowsthatf
r(p) is not gffo. Therefore f is not f-gc-Gr-irresolute.

(b) f is not strongly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

In the above example, f ,(p) : 1., which is fuzzyc' in (X,T) but not fuz4t F,in
iX.T). Therefore f is not strongly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

tc ) f is not strongly gfGu- continuous.

l- trr is gfGu in (X,S) but f-'(l-p) is not fuzzy cu in (X,T). Therefore f is not
strongly gfG.-continuous.
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(d) f is not perfectly gffiu - continuous

1-pisgfGuin(X,S)butl'(l-p)isnotfuzzyF"andnotfuzzyGuinfi'T)'
Therefore f is not strongly gfGu;co"ti"uout'

Example 9.

\Veakly perfectly fuzzy.Gu-continuity *>

(a) f-gc-Gu-irresolute

(b) StronglY fuzzY Gu-continuitY

(c) PerfectlY gf Gu-continuitY

(d) StronglY gf Gu-continuitY

LetX: {a,b,c}. Define T={0x,1x,X,} where }" : X +[0,1] is suchthat X'(a) = 1,

X(b) = I(c) = 0. Define S = {0x, 1x}. Also define f : (X,T) -+ (X,S) as f(a) = b, f(b)

: a, f(c) = c. f1(0x) = 0x and f1(1x) :1x. Therefore f is wealdy perfectly fuzzy Gr'

continuous.

a. f is not f-gc-Gu-irresolute

Define p : X -+[0,1] such that p(a) = 0, p(b) :1 and p(c) : 0' cl"P = 1' Hence

pisgfF"in(X,S).Butfi(p)=I, cl"fi(p):1>l",.Thisshowsthatf't(p)isnotgfF"
in (X,T). Therefore f is not f-gc-Gr-irresolute.

b. f is not strongly fuzzy Gu-continuous.

For the set p in (x, s), f-l(p) is fuzzy Gu but totfazzy F" in (X, T). Therefore f
is not strongly fuzry G.- continuous.

c. f is not perfectly gfGu-continuous.

f,(p): ). is Gu butnot fuzzyF"in (X,T). Therefore f is not perfectly gfGr-

continuous.

d. f is not strongiy gf Gu-continuous.

fr(p) = ), is not gfF" in (X,T) Therefore, f is not strongly gfGr-continuous.

L*..-*-
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e. Weakl_1,'perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuity *> perfectly fuzzy Gu-continurty

Let X: {a,b.c}. Define T = {0x,1x,2,,} lr&ere }" : X-+[0,1], is such that fu(a)=l,
i,(b):),(c)=O. Define S: {0x,1x,p}where p :X+[C.1], is suchthat p(a):0, p(b):
1 and p(c):0, Define f : (X,T)-+ (X,S) as f (a) =b, f(b): a and f(c):c, fl(1x): 1x,

f'l(0x)=91 and fr(p):i". Therefore, f is weakly perfectly fuzzy Gu-continuous. For

the fuzzy Gu set p in (X,S). f"l(p) is fuzzy openbut it is notfiuzy closed in (X,T).

Therefbre f is not perfectly fuzzy Gu-cintinuous.

Remarks

From the results proved so far, we have the following table of implication. ln
the follorving table a,tr,c,d,e,dg,h and i denote fuzz.v Gu-continuity, gfGu-

c ontinui ty, fu zzy g c -Gu -irre s o lute, strongly fuzzy Gu -continuity, p erf ectly fa zzy

Gu -continuity., strongly gfGu - conti nuity, p erfectly g fGu-continu it1., M -fu zzv Gu -

contiruity anci rveakiy perfectll,' fuzzy Gu-continuity respectively. AIso 1 denotes

'implies', 0 denotes 'does not impl-v' and - denotes 'not known'.
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